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Safaa Erruas, Farah Khelil, Massinissa Selmani

curated by Silvia Cirelli

Opening:   Thursday   22nd October, 7 p.m.

From 22nd October 2015  to 6th January 2016, the Officine dell'Immagine art gallery in Milan will host the
CARTE BLANCHE collective. Young artists from North Africa, curated by Silvia Cirelli, entirely dedicated to the
overview of countries of the southern Mediterranean: an art scene that, as demonstrated by the increasingly
growing international attention, is experiencing a period of great creative success.
Safaa Erruas (Morocco, '76), Farah Khelil (Tunisia, '80) and Massinissa Selmani (Algeria, '80) are the interpreters of
this talented and versatile backdrop, a vibrant and dynamic stage that characterises the multifaceted North Africa of today.

The three main artists of the exhibition are well-known names internationally and stand out for a mature and sharp aesthetic
refinement. Massinissa Selmani is one of the protagonists of the exhibition by Okwui Enwezor at the Venice Biennale - for
which he also received a special mention - and the Lyon Biennial; Safaa Erruas this year was among the artists invited to the
prestigious Havana Biennial; Farah Khelil has recently concluded an exhibition at the Museum of Modern and Contemporary
Art of Palma de Mallorca. 

Far from trying to define a specific  generation, least of  all  geographic,  CARTE BLANCHE -  which in the title  suggests the
preference of the artists to the use of drawing as an expressive medium or paper as a tool - does not want to limit the
aesthetic dimension of emerging North African art, but as the opposite to appraise the differences in the linguistic approach
and stylistic grammar. Away from easy cultural rhetorics, a point of reflection on the local aesthetic situations is offered,
consolidating unknown interpretations and enhancing the multidisciplinarity: as shown by the different languages, endorsed
by the artists involved, capable of ranging from drawings to photography, from video to installations.  

The works that the Moroccan Safaa Erruas presents in Milan, intertwined grace and pain, emotion and danger, in a game of
mirrors where the apparent charm is broken, to make room for dangerous items taken from daily life. Needles, broken
glass, sharp syringes or wires condense behind the illusion of delicate and innocent installations, in double-edged-sword
that seduces and then betrays the viewer.

The  Tunisian  Farah Khelil concentrates  instead  her  aesthetic  research  on  the  delicate  equilibrium  between  writing,
reading and imagination, transferring the attention onto the viewer's perspective. Images and words alternate and hide
each  other,  creating  new  and  authentic  representations  of  the  situation,  far  from  the  clichés  that  sometimes  define
contemporary culture.

Lastly, the Algerian Massinissa Selmani, known for his tragicomic mise-en-scène, exhibits a selection of works where it
is the drawing, in its powerful simplicity that reveals paradoxical and ironic scenarios, mostly inspired by news or photos
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archives taken from local newspapers. As realistic experiments, manipulated and taken to the absurd, the works by Selmani
play on the edge of ambiguity and recall the inclination to sarcasm, often seen in Algerian literature.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

Safaa Erruas was born in Tétouan (Morocco) in 1976; she graduated in 1998 at the Institut National des Beaux-Arts. She currently lives
and works in Tétouan. She has had numerous exhibitions in important foreign museums, such as the Palais de Tokyo in Paris, the Muhka
Museum in Antwerp, the Kunstforening Oslo, the Musée de Marrakech, the MoCADA Museum in New York, the Arab World Institute in
Paris and the Emirates Palace in Abu Dhabi; as well as participating in festivals and biennials, such as the recent Havana Biennial (2015),
the Alexandria Biennial (2010) and the Dakar Biennial in Senegal (2006 and 2002). 

Farah Khelil was born in Carthage (Tunisia) in 1980. She currently lives and works between Paris and Tunis. In 2007 she graduated at
the Insitut des Beaux-Arts in Tunis and in 2014 specialised with a PhD in Art and Science at the Sorbonne in Paris. Since 2010, she has
taught at the Visual Art Panthéon-Sorbonne Paris I. Among her recent exhibitions are  Medi Terraneum at the Es Balurad Museum of
Modern and Contemporary Art in Palma de Mallorca (2015), Un cabinet de curiosités at the Undercurrent Projects in New York (2014),
Mapp'ing E-Fest at the Palais Abdellia Tunis, Resitution at the Centre d'Art in Port-de-Bouc Martigues in France (2014) and the collective
Perception de la Ciutat at the Civic Centre Fort Pienc in Barcelona (2006).

Massinissa Selmani was born in Algiers (Algeria) in 1980. He currently lives and works in Tours (France). Selmani was
among the artists of the 56th Venice Biennale, in which he received a Special Mention for his participation in the central
exhibition All the World's Futures, curated by Okwui Enwezor. The artist is one of the protagonists of the Lyon Biennial in 2015
and his works are also present at the Triennale de Vendome, in France. Among his most important exhibitions are the solo
exhibition at the CCC of Tours (2015), his participation in the International Festival of Video Art of Casablanca (2014), the Dakar
Biennial (2014) and the Alternative Festival in Belgrade (2012).
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